The clinic teaching was begun with the idea of determining whether his deficiency, as shown in his school work and also in some of the clinical tests was a result of lack of competency or due to some other factors which might be overcome.
At the beginning of the school year the principal of the school he attended faced the problem of placing the boy. He had not been a success in the grade he had been in the previous year. There were two alternatives. The first was promoting him to the next higher grade, where several new subjects were taught. It was thought that these new subjects might claim his interest and attention and that with the assistance of a private tutor to give additional drill in the work covered he might be able to follow along in the grade. The Unfortunately it is rather difficult to find a high school that is suitable for this kind of normal wn-academic boy. There are enlightened spots in parts of the country, however, where educators are beginning to ask, not "How can this boy be put through this course of study?" but "What kind of a course of study must the school provide to fit this boy for life and service?" In such a school only can boys of this type get an education that will really function.
He is the type of boy that offers a strong argument for at least three things:
1. The psychological examination of every child before he enters the First Grade, to determine his competency, and his assets and liabilities.
2. Auxiliary teachers, to give individual study and attention to slow normals and problem children that will save many of them if given in time. Salary for these teachers could be saved by the automatic cutting of the list of "repeaters" which would inevitably follow such a step.
3. A study of the psychology of success and failure practically applied as an efficient educational guidance and training for the boy who leaves school at sixteen years, that will send him out to his life work, not feeling that he is already a failure, but with the enthusiasm and will to do that comes from success and a knowledge that he can do something well.
